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Unique Gifts and Games

FUN STARTS HERE!

December 2011

The Holiday’s have
finally arrived and here
at UGG we want to
celebrate them with
you!
Until the end of
the year we will be running a few sales that
you may be interested
in on items like: Uncharted Seas, Dreadfleet, and terraclips!
And starter packages
for Warhammer 40k
and Fantasy! For more
details, either stop on
by or send us an e-mail
asking about the sales.
This month also
offers something new
for all magic players
out there as we will be
running both Legacy
and modern tournaments and an EDH
event.
Look for the
Warhammer 40k tournament this month!

Pathfinder
minis hit this month
along with tree new
books: Jade Regent:
Tide of honor,
Dragon Empires Gazettes, and Mythical
Monsters revisited.
Check for them
Redakai gets
an expansion this
month with
Metacharged,. Power
up your deck with
the all new
metacharged XDrives!
Both the Lord
of the Rings LCG
and Warhammer
Fantasy LCG get
their expansions this
month. This month
also heralded news
that a World of Warcraft LCG called
Clash of Champions
will be arriving this
April. Check out

page 3 for more
info about the
LoTR expansion.
Oh, and did we
mention LoTR
heroclix miniatures arriving next
week??
Coming February 2012 are Axis
and Allies Air
Forces miniatures,
WW2 air combat
game!
2012 will
bring a couple
changes to UGG:
We will begin buying and selling
Magic the Gathering single cards!
Also an efficient
change to our frequent buyer program! Discounts at
the time of purchase!
Have a safe
and happy Holiday!

Champions’ Corner– October’s Winners


11/11 FNM: Reed Splett



11/12 Booster Draft: Adrian Macias



11/12 Booster Draft: Blair Splett



11/25 FNM: Reed Splett
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

9

10

Open dates are
available for
open gaming!!
Call ahead if
any questions!

4

5

Board Game
Night
6-9pm

7

6
Dungeons &
Dragons Lair
Assault
6:30-8:30pm

Warhammer 40k
Night
6-9pm
Game Demo
Night
5-9pm (call)

11

12

Magic the Gathering

Dungeons &
Dragons Lair
Assault
6:30-8:30pm

13

6-9pm
Game Demo
Night
5-9pm (call)

1-5pm
18

19

Magic the Gathering
Modern format

Dungeons &
Dragons Lair
Assault
6:30-8:30pm

20

6-9pm
Game Demo
Night
5-9pm (call)

25

26
CLOSED

For Christmas!
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Dungeons &
Dragons Lair
Assault
6:30-8:30pm

27

Warmachine
Hobby Night
5-9pm

Game Demo
Night
5-9pm (call)

Friday Night
Magic

6-9pm

6-10pm

15

16

Warmachine
Hobby Night
5-9pm

Warhammer
40k
Tournament
12-6pm

17

Board Game
Night

Magic the
Gathering

6-9pm

Commander/EDH
format

D&D Encounters
7-9pm

5-9pm
22

23

24

Board Game
Night

Friday Night
Magic

6-9pm

6-10pm

Holiday Hours
11am-3pm

D&D Encounters
7-9pm
28

Warhammer 40k
Night 6-9pm

Board Game
Night

D&D Encounters
7-9pm

21

Warhammer 40k
Night

1-5pm

Warmachine
Hobby Night
5-9pm

14

Warhammer 40k
Night

Legacy format

8

29

30

31

Warmachine
Hobby Night
5-9pm
D&D Encounters 7-9pm
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Pathfinder pre-painted Minatures
Paizo Publishing and WizKids
Games announce Pathfinder Bat-

announced Pathfinder Beginner box deal pack of four highquality non-random prepainted
plastic miniatures, that were
released back in October .

tles, a new ongoing prepainted
miniatures brand to debut in December with Heroes & Monsters, a
blind-packed, randomized set of

The miniatures go perfectly with any rpg and would
make a great gift for any roleplayer you know. An expansion has already been slated for
next year. Buy a whole brick
and get access to the Massive
Black Dragon!

40 miniatures based on the smashhit Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game. Additional sets will follow
throughout 2012 and beyond, including a 60-figure Rise of the
Runelords set scheduled for June
2012. These sets join the already

Pre-order yours today!

Lord of the Rings LCG: Khazad-Dum expansion
The first deluxe expansion for The Lord
of the Rings: The Card Game, Khazad-dûm transports you to the ancient realm of the Dwarves with
165 new cards (with three copies each of its player
cards), including new scenarios, encounter sets,
heroes, allies, attachments, and events.
As you venture into the ancient Dwarven
realm of Khazad-dûm, you'll enter a place in Middle-earth far removed from the settings and creatures represented by the Core Set encounter cards.
Dark tunnels teem with goblins, and any wrong
turn could send you plummeting through pits to
find yourself confronted by older and fouler things

Pandemic

Therefore, in addition to expanding your existing game experience, Khazad
-dûm introduces nine all-new encounter
sets. These unique sets, when combined
into encounter decks (as instructed by the
rules), make up the three included scenarios in Khazad-dûm.
This expansion to the wildly popular expansion to the LOTR LCG will be released
on

co-operative family board game

No this is not a new title,
but it happens to be a favorite for the holidays! For
2-4 players, ages 10+, and
runs about 1 hour. It is cooperative which means that
all the players work together to beat the game!
Great for the family who
doesn’t like dad always
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than orcs.

by Z-Man Games

winning! You are specialplagues before they get out of
ists at the CDC/Atlanta
hand.
where you watch several
virulent diseases break out
simultaneously all over the
world. The team mission is
to prevent a worldwide pandemic outbreak, treating hot
spots while researching
cures for each of the four
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Gamers' Corner– By: D. Tumminello
Welcome to Gamer’s Corner. I
take this as my monthly chance to
show off what’s going on here at
the store, what products have
caught my eye; generally anything
I believe my fellow gamers may
find interesting.
Hey everyone, I’m Dante.
For those of you who haven’t met
me yet I’m the new guy at UGG.
This is my first Gamers' Corner
article and I hope you enjoy reading it as much as I enjoyed writing
it. This month I’ll be writing a review on the sci-fi miniature game
Infinity.
Before I begin I think a
brief history of my gaming experience is in order. I’ve been playing
miniature games for teen years
now most notably Warhammer
40k, Warhammer, Hordes, and
Malifaux. I’m also a pretty avid
board gamer too.

So back to the review.
Infinity is a sci-fi skirmish
miniatures game that takes place
175 years from the present. Humans have spread out to the
stars. These collective territories
and colonies are what make up
the human sphere. Humans
aren’t the only armies in this
game, there is an alien army and
an army composed of artificial
intelligence.

Aesthetically this game is
very appealing with a great range
of miniatures ranging from giant
mechs to mounted motor uni-cycle
units to Scottish werewolf warriors. This game offers a wide range
of sci-fi fun.

Infinity’s game mechanics seem difficult and intimidating at first to understand, I had
to read through them a second
time. In reality though they are
Look in future newsletters
very intuitive and well made. I
for updates and battle reports.
will say that there are many spe- Demos will be offered in the fucial rules to keep track of, which ture. See ya around.
gives a more detailed game-play.
Got any questions or comments
The basic mechanic of
about these games? Shoot us an ethe game is based around rolling mail or give us a call! Until next
time!
dice but instead of d6, like in

Lord of the Rings: Heroclix
This game is based on the popular Clix
system, but utilizes Lord of the Rings
characters from the JRR Tolkien Universe and is compatible with the figures
from other Heroclix sets.
The game is a miniatures skirmish game
played on a grid (ie, no rulers). Most of
the details for each miniature are printed
directly on each miniature base. As the
characters take damage, their base can
be rotated thereby (typically) weakening
their characteristics to reflect wounds.
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Games Workshop or Privateer
Press games, Infinity uses the d20.
This may seem odd or unusual but
I find that it allows for a greater
variance and more realistic feel of
what combat is like, where even
disciplined soldiers miss the enemy
and the conscript can get a lucky
shot.

by Wiz Kids Games
They will be sold in a
starter pack and booster
box format. The starter
box contains everything needed to play
including maps. With
whichever format chosen, all of the twenty or
more figures will be
compatible with other
HeroClix miniatures
games. In stock on December 7th!
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New this Month
UNIQUE GIFTS AND
GAMES

Just a few of the new releases you can find in store
this month… Pre-Orders Welcome!!

82 Center Street
Grayslake, IL. 60030
Phone: 1-847-548-8270
Email-keonard@comcast.net



Fantasy Flight Games releases the first deluxe expansion
for the Lord of the Rings: Living Card Game



Games Workshop releases some monstrosities for the
Beastmen including the Jabberslythe, gorgon, and Cygor.
Also check out the Mangler squigs, Blood in the borderlands scenario book, and sweet new army deals!



Privateer Press releases the very first Hordes Battle Engine as the massive Celestial Fulcrum hits the streets.
Also from PP, check out the plastic Man-O-War shocktroopers, repackaged Blighted Ogrun, and 50mm Objective markers.



Wiz-kids releases the first wave of Pathfinder pre-painted
miniatures. Buy a whole brick and get access to the
dreaded Black Dragon miniature! PLUS MAGE
KNIGHT BOARD GAME!!

Hours
Monday thru Saturday– 11 am to 9 pm
Sunday– 12 pm to 5 pm

www.uniquegg.com
Be sure to visit the City of
Gamers forum, link in our
resource section.

In Case You Missed It…
Just in case you missed it,
here’s a recap of July…



NECRONS from Games
Workshop



Airlines Europe board
game



Hordes: Domination
rulebook/expansion



Ticket to Ride Asia expansion



Restock and new products for Chessex Dice!



Kingdom Builder, board
game from Queen
Games



Pathfinder RPG beginner
set (D&D 3.5)





Reprint of A Game of
Thrones boardgame

Warmachine 2-player
battle box restock!! (hot
item for holidays)



Bullfrog Goldgield
board game: Mining and
Railroading in the Nevada gold and silver rush
of 1905



Various Magic the Gathering play mats!!



Airlines form Rio
Grande Games



Quarriors Expansion!



Magic the Gathering
Graveborn premium
deck



Civilization board game
expansion



Blood Bowl Team Manager



Panic Station

